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Abstract. This paper presents Web Page Generator, which is an online tool for 

supporting Web Programming courses. Users of Web Page Generator can create 

a web page graphically, by placing web elements on a work area; they can also 

modify the style of the web page through an edition bar, and add validations to 

input fields. Additionally, users can navigate the web page structure using a tree 

bar, and visualizing it in a preliminary view. The resulting web page is generat-

ed in three separated files: an HTML file for its structure, a CSS file with styles 

for its presentation, and a JavaScript file for its validations. Web Page Genera-

tor allows web developers producing web pages, but also supports teaching ac-

tivities in courses related to web programming.  
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1 Introduction 

The creation of web sites in recent years has been increasing, given the popularity of 

the Internet to allow advertising products and services with no restrictions of time, 24 

hours a day, 365 days a year. This situation opens the need for tools that allow the 

development and automatic generation of HTML code, so web sites can be imple-

mented rapidly and efficiently. Web developers have had to adapt to the existing de-

velopment environments, which are sometimes complicated and difficult to under-

stand; some of these need some training previous to their use [1], [2]; and some others 

are very expensive [1]. A similar problem can be found in some undergraduate de-

grees, in which there are courses where students are introduced to web site develop-

ment and the use of graphical tools. This is the case of two undergraduate degrees at 

our faculty: Design, and Information Technologies and Systems, in which students 

take courses where they are required to create web pages, such as Web Design, Web 

Pages Development, Web Programming, etc. 

This paper presents Web Page Generator, an online tool for creating web pages and 

generating HTML, CSS and JavaScript code automatically. This tool has been created 

not only for web developers, but also to support teaching activities in courses related 

to web programming. One of the key advantages of this online tool is the clear dis-
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tinction of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript code, which is generated in separated files. 

The work presented in this paper is based on the initial architecture described in [3]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some existing 

tools that are relevant to this development; mainly related to code generators by con-

ceptual models, and generators by edition.  Section 3 describes the architecture of the 

online tool, its modules and their functionality. The web user interface of the tool and 

its components are presented in section 4. Some examples of web pages generated 

with Web Page Generator are presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 provides con-

clusions and future work. 

2 Existing generation tools 

There are some online tools that generate HTML, but their functionality is limited [4], 

[5]. Some others also generate HTML code, but also allow restructuring the data that 

is the source of the web page, the generation by conceptual models or customization, 

and modification from web pages already generated. Given the different objectives of 

these code generators, they are classified in two types: 1) generators by conceptual 

models or customization; and 2) generators by edition. The following sections present 

these types of generators, as well as the problems in these areas. 

2.1 Tools based on conceptual models 

The tools that work based on conceptual models generate a kind of platform that can 

be used by developers to produce web content through an easy-to-use and customiza-

ble interface. This is the case of the Web Interface Development Environment 

(WIDE) [6], which provides automatic generation of web content, starting from a 

conceptual model. To facilitate the construction of web content, this tool incorporates 

a layers system, which allows the visualization of control and its functionality; and 

also has a zoom system to increase the level of detail in the production of content. 

Another tool based on the development by conceptual models is the Web Applica-

tion Rapid Prototyping (WARP) [7]. This application offers a set of online software 

tools that help the designer in the navigation of a web application, using the UWA 

methodology [8]. GIWA is another tool based on conceptual models, which provides 

a generator of adaptive web applications [9]. Its main objective is to facilitate the 

design and automatic generation of web interfaces through several levels, which go 

from functionality to presentation. 

2.2 Tools based on edition 

The edition tools work on existing content and aim to have an easy web site admin-

istration and upgrade. The administration goes from the web site presentation to the 

modification of its source data. Nakano [10] developed a tool that edits a web site 

based on a bidirectional transformation, with an upgrade system called Vu-X. This 

way, users modify directly the web page, without the need of accessing the database; 
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and the result is shown automatically in the database using the bidirectional transfor-

mation language Bi-X [11]. Vu-X also implements an editing system similar to those 

called What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG). There is also the tool called 

Dido [12], which allows editing web pages; it contains an interactive AJAX interface, 

a data editor, and a MetaEditor that allows WYSIWYG editing. AJAX is the acronym 

of Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, which is a web development technique used to 

create interactive applications or Rich Internet Applications (RIA). Dido does not 

need installation because it works on browsers; this way author documents can share 

information and at the same time edit it according to their needs. It is limited to cer-

tain functionality, such as create, read, update, and delete. WebSheets [13] is another 

tool that allows the creation and modification of HTML pages with dynamic content; 

it modifies the database and the structure of the web pages with a WYSIWYG editor. 

The tools described in this section are dedicated to the modification of HTML and 

XML code; but there are also other tools that are aimed to the creation of styles, such 

as the XSLbyDemo [14] tool, which generates XSL stylesheets from an HTML page, 

using a WYSIWYG editor. XML is a markup language created by the World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C); it derives from SGML, and allows defining the grammar of 

specific languages (it should be noticed that HTML is also derived from SGML). The 

eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is an extensible language based on stylesheets. 

These languages are part of a family of languages based on XML, which allow de-

scribing the information contained in an XML document, and transform it or format 

it, in order to be presented in a digital media. One of the main features of 

XSLbyDemo is the generation of a stylesheet from a well-formed XHTML document. 

The produced XSL file can be associated to several documents derived from the same 

Document Type Definition (DTD), which describes the rules for the structure and 

syntax of XML or SGML documents. XSLbyDemo is based mainly in insertions, 

modifications, copies and elimination of rules that are defined in the file. The genera-

tion of that file is carried out through the Document Object Model (DOM) for access-

ing and manipulating the objects contained in it. DOM is an application programming 

interface that provides a standard set of objects to represent XML and HTML docu-

ments; it is a standard model to access and manipulate these objects. 

3 Architecture 

Web Page Generator allows the graphical edition of web pages, and generates auto-

matically HTML, CSS and JavaScript code. It uses a WYSIWYG editor, and it is 

accessible through the web. When the user finishes editing the web page, the result is 

a set of files with the programming code of the technologies mentioned. In the follow-

ing sections it will be described the modules that are part of this tool. 

The online tool uses a client-server architecture, which is shown in Figure 1. The 

client side is composed of two blocks: the user interface, and the modules that support 

it; while the server side is composed of the code generators for HTML, CSS and Ja-

vaScript, and the module for generating files. The rest of this section provides a de-

tailed explanation of the components of this architecture. 
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Fig. 1. Web Page Generator client-server architecture. 

3.1 Client side 

The client side of the tool has two main blocks, which are shown in Figure 1. The first 

block involves a set of modules for the generation of HTML, CSS and JavaScript 

code. The second block involves a set of components for the web interface, such as 

the creation bar, the work area, and the component for the generated documents. The 

first block is described in the following paragraphs. 

HTML Module. This module works on the client side. The user of the tool can 

place HTML elements on the work area, through the creation bar. This module is also 

in charge of administering the attributes of the elements used.  

CSS Module. This module works mainly on the client side, but it also has part of 

its functionality on the server side. It allows the creation of CSS styles, which are 

applied to the HTML elements placed on the work area. It also stores a data structure 

for the styles created, which are then used for the generation of the code. The tool is 

able to apply CSS styles at three different levels: 1) Class level allows creating a CSS 

class, defining attributes and values, and applying that class to any element; 2) Ele-
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ment level allows applying a style to all the elements of the same type on the work 

area (for example, all div elements on the work area); 3) Element id level allows de-

fining a style for a unique element, which is the element selected on the work area.   

JavaScript Module. The functionality of this module is on the client side. It al-

lows providing the validation for HTML input elements, where the validation of such 

elements can be seen instantly on the work area. 

3.2 Server side 

There are two blocks that are part of the server side, which are illustrated in Figure 1: 

the code generators and the file generator module. These blocks are described below.  

Code Generators. There are three code generators: one for HTML, one for CSS, 

and one for JavaScript; which generate the necessary code to pass it to the file genera-

tor module. The CSS code generator uses a data structure to store in memory all the 

CSS styles that were created in the CSS module, described previously. The aim of the 

data structure is to contain, modify or delete all the CSS style information. 

File Generator Module. The functionality of this module is divided in two steps. 

In the first step, it collects the information from the HTML, CSS and JavaScript code 

generators. In the second step, once the tool has loaded in memory all the code from 

the three code generators, it applies the format and constructs all the necessary files. It 

then takes the created files and zips them; finally, a link is returned to the web user 

interface, where the files generated can be downloaded. 

4 Web user interface 

The web user interface for the online tool is shown in Figure 2, where its components 

are identified by numbers: 1) creation bar, 2) work area, 3) edition bar, 4) tree bar, 

and 5) visualization bar. These components are described in this section. 

Creation Bar (1). This bar shows all the HTML elements that can be placed on the 

work area. The user clicks on the icon of the HTML element desired in order to place 

it on the work area where the cursor is located. Table 1 illustrates some of the icons 

used on the creation bar, and the actions associated with them. 

Work Area (2). The work area shows the construction of the web page, the HTML 

elements placed, the CSS styles associated with the elements, the validations for the 

text fields, and in general any element that is created. The work area has some editor 

features, so that the cursor can be placed anywhere on it, and write directly with no 

need of introducing any HTML element explicitly through the bar. Figure 3 shows the 

work area of the Web Page Generator, with some HTML content placed graphically 

on it by the user, such as tables with several rows and cells, images, formatted text, 

hyperlinks, div containers, paragraphs, headers, etc. Additionally, in section 5 there 

are some examples of completed web pages generated with this tool.  
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Fig. 2. Web Page Generator user interface. 

Edition Bar (3). There are two important tasks that can be accomplished with the 

edition bar, through the two tabs that appear on it. The Attributes tab shows the attrib-

utes used on the selected HTML element; and the Styles tab shows all the CSS styles 

that can be applied to the HTML element selected, in different levels: class level, 

element level, or element id level. 

Table 1. Some icons of the creation bar and their associated actions. 

Icon Action Icon Action 

 

It places an element a on the 

work area. 

 

 

 

It shows options for placing an 

element img on the work area. 

 

It shows options to place an 

element table on the work area. 

 

 

 

It places an element p on the 

work area. 

 

It places an element div on the 

work area. 

 

 

 

It places an element iframe on 

the work area. 

 

It places an element form on the 

work area. 

 

 

 

It places an element select on 

the work area. 

 

 

It places an element textarea on 

the work area. 

 

 

 

It places an element ol on the 

work area. 
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Tree Bar (4). This bar shows information about the elements tree in the web page 

being generated. It shows how nested an HTML element is with respect to other 

HTML elements. It is also used as a selector of HTML elements. It should be noticed 

that the structure of HTML is based on nesting elements.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Work area with some HTML content placed graphically. 

Visualization Bar (5). This bar contains three buttons, which are the following 

(from left to right): Preview, Hide Panel, and Generate Code. The Preview button 

allows visualizing a preliminary view of the web page in full screen; the Hide Panel 

button hides or visualizes the Edition Bar; the Generate Code button allows generat-

ing the three files (with the HTML, CSS and JavaScript code), which are the result of 

the web page created on the work area. The Generate Code button also generates a 

zip file with the files mentioned, which can be downloaded from the web interface. 

Figure 4 shows a very small fragment of the HTML code generated automatically 

(Darth Vader image and text) for the web page illustrated in Figure 3. For display 

purposes and due to the lack of space, the code is shown without break lines. 

 

<tr id="tr8"> 

 <td id="td16"> <img src="starWars.jpg" id="img15"      

   title="starWars.jpg" /> </td> 

 <td id="td17"> <span id="span40" 

   style="font-weight: bold;">Darth Vader</span><br/><br/> 

  <!-- rest of the code omitted --> 

Fig. 4. Fragment of the HTML code generated automatically. 
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5 Examples of web pages generated 

This section shows two examples of web pages that have been generated with Web 

Page Generator, which has been in constant use. Figure 5 shows a web page with 

nested HTML elements, which have CSS styles. The web page was generated using 

div elements, tables, rows and cells, text formats, headers, images and a form with 

JavaScript validation. It can be observed the use of CSS styles to modify the presenta-

tion of the web page, such as the background color at different levels, text color for 

different headers and text on the page, some other text attributes, table borders, cell 

borders, text alignment, etc. JavaScript code is only used for validation of the input 

HTML elements of the form, at the end of the web page.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Web page generated with Web Page Generator. 

Figure 6 illustrates a web page with a more complex distribution of elements, 

background images, a menu, and text formats. It also uses div elements to separate the 

content of the web page; it has a banner on top, a top menu, a right menu, and the 

content aligned to the left. Some of the HTML elements used are the following: lists, 

tables, images, forms, inputs, paragraphs, headers, hyperlinks, divs, etc. The use of 

CSS styles to modify the presentation of the web page is also illustrated with color 

attributes, text attributes, table attributes, div attributes, paragraph attributes, and 

some other CSS attributes. Concerning the JavaScript programming language, the 

web page generated in this example, also includes a form with input elements and 

validations on them, such as the email format. 
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Fig. 6. Web page generated with a more complex distribution of elements. 

6 Conclusions and future work 

The aim of this work was to create an online tool that allows the construction of web 

pages graphically, and the automatic generation of HTML, CSS and JavaScript code. 

The Web Page Generator presented in this paper not only constructs web pages, but it 

also generates separated source files with clean code for the three languages men-

tioned; and it is also an open source tool. It should be noticed that none of the tools 

analyzed in the state of the art has all the features explored. Web Page Generator can 

generate web pages with most of the existing HTML elements, such as paragraphs, 

headers, lists, images, tables, forms, divs, image maps and areas, input elements, etc. 

There has been some testing for the creation of web pages with the tool, and it has 

been successfully observed that the code generated for any of the web pages created, 

is understandable, clean, well structured, and editable; so that users with more experi-

ence in these three languages can modify, delete, or insert more content to the source 

files of the web page created. Currently, the online tool generates source files for 

HTML, CSS and JavaScript. However, in the future it is planned to create a module 

for reading existing source files. The main idea of this new module is to provide the 

possibility of opening source files from the web user interface, so that the tool can 

construct the page graphically, without the need of modifying the source manually. 

Further work is needed to implement some other modules, such as a module for the 

administration of web pages, and a module for the construction of web pages with 

more than one HTML and CSS files. The first module aims to create user accounts; 
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where users can create their web pages and store them in the online tool, edit them 

and administer them later on. The construction of web pages with more than one file 

will allow users creating more than one HTML file and associate it with several CSS 

files, and have a complete web site composed by several HTML and CSS files. 

Once the usability tests are finished, the web interface will be modified according 

to the results. It is also planned to use the tool to support some of the exercises for a 

Web Programming course of the Information Technology undergraduate program. 
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